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Abstract: There are two basic ways to control mobile robots. The most of designers use
hierarchy control system. Some of designers use subsumption control system. Some
differences between these ways are written in this article.
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The most of very complex control systems have got hierarchy structure. The lowest
level is commonly used for controlling a basic tasks. This is position, velocity and
acceleration control. These operations are solved by means of algorithms. In the field of
automatic control it is very known “feedback control”. Processes are determined and strictly
described. (keep a temperature, moisture, position etc. or fluent transition to new value).
When the task is difficult we must decompose task into some simple tasks. In
accordance to the order and the importance of the subtask solving the control system is
divided into hierarchical levels. The levels can be divided into other sublevels too. The
hierarchy control system of mobile robot can be divided into three basic levels :


strategic (or the highest) level,



operational level,



locomotion level.

These levels are connected by feedback, see Fig.1.

Fig. 1: Hierarchical control block scheme of mobile robot

The strategic level receives goal, limits and requirements and map of the place of work
from operator. The programmes based on artificial intelligence create the plan of operations.
The operational level obtains a part of that plan from higher level to compare that one
with real environment. There is the first meeting with reality. We presume that some
differences between plan and reality. For example slopes, gaps, cliffs etc. which robot do not
overcome. Hence the control system must update internal model of the environment and
create new plan in accordance with new conditions.
The locomotion level obtains a small part of the plan from a higher level (operational
level). It must fill in the low obstacles to step over to internal model of the environment and
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Fig.2 Classic control of hierarchical system

Information process is shown in Fig. 2. The first information from an environment
goes through sensors to processing where the information is interpreted. Then the model of
the environment is created. Asked operations are planned above this model. The operations
are decomposed up to signals of the single drives.
The most of complex systems use that hierarchy.
In comparison with that approach, prof. R.Brooks designs structure based on
behaviour of living organisms – subsumption architecture. The first aim of living organism is
to survive. The other task is moving through the working place without contact with any
obstacles and searching that working place. Then we can solve mapping environment and

path planning from one to another point. Now we identify an objects and monitoring their
changes. At the end we can design plans which subsume the changes of the environment
needed for our operation and we can speculate about behaviour of the objects and in
accordance with that to modify plans, shown in Fig.3.
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Fig.3: Decomposition of subsumption control system

The advantage of this task decomposition is to design control system from bottom
level and add higher levels subsequently. The higher level can affect the lower level, but
cannot suppress outputs of lower level totally.
All levels can work for reaching their aim in parallel. The robustness of this system is very
high. The lower level works without changes when we add higher level. If the higher level is
out of operation the lower level output is still purposeful. When every level uses own
processor we can add another level very easy.
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Fig.4: Levels in subsumption architecture

This type of architecture, Fig.4, was designed for small robots working in unstructured
environment (eg. foreign planets) – robot must survive and serves at longest.
The basic reservations against hierarchical structure are that system must be designed
en block and all subsystems must be in operation when the system was able to operation.

In opposite the hierarchy system can be designed modularly. The modularity is
common access during synthesis of systems. It is natural to design system bottom-up, this is
from locomotion level to strategic level, but targets on strategic and operational level are
independent on the way of locomotion in fact. It is useful to solve the strategic and
operational levels independently because path is planned long time before the locomotion
level is activated.
An acquisition of subsumption architecture is in system field as caution about
modularity during solving complex control systems. When we carry out system project of the
hierarchy control system then the requirement of modularity is automatically taken into
consideration.
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